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The NLRB’s New Common-Sense Approach To Employment Policies

By: John Semmens

Employers and human resource managers should consider reviewing and revising their workplace rules,
policies, and employee handbook provisions in response to recent decisions and advice memoranda issued by
the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”).  In Boeing, the NLRB announced its intention to no longer
invalidate “common sense rules and requirements that most people would reasonably expect every employer
to maintain” simply because an employee “might reasonably construe” an employer’s rule to prohibit activity
protected by Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”).  When evaluating facially-neutral
employment rules, the NLRB will now also consider the “real world complexities associated with many
employment policies,” i.e., the employer’s rationale and need for adopting workplace rules.

In recent months, the NLRB has provided employers with important guidance on various categories of
employment rules that are likely lawful, and unlawful, for employers to maintain under the new Boeing
standard, as discussed below.  Employers now should consider whether adopting new rules, or strengthening
existing rules to provide clearer expectations to employees regarding acceptable conduct in the workplace,
would benefit their business.

Section 7 of the NLRA generally establishes the right of all employees—in both union and non-union
workplaces—to engage in certain protected concerted activities, including attempting to improve their
employment conditions.  Section 8(a) of the NLRA generally prohibits employers from engaging in unfair
labor practices that interfere with their employees’ § 7 rights, including by adopting employment policies the
NLRB considers to be unlawful.

Between 2004 and December 2017, the NLRB evaluated employee challenges to employer policies pursuant
to a test articulated in the NLRB’s prior decision, Lutheran Heritage.  Under the first prong of the Lutheran
Heritage test, an employer policy would be deemed unlawful if “an employee might ‘reasonably’ construe’
[the policy] to prohibit any type of Section 7 activity.”  As the NLRB later acknowledged in Boeing, its
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Lutheran Heritage test was “exceptionally difficult to apply” and caused “immense uncertainty and litigation
for employees, unions, and employers.”

In Boeing, the NLRB overruled the Lutheran Heritage test, and adopted a new balancing test for evaluating
facially-neutral employment policies (i.e. policies that do not specifically restrict § 7 rights) that considers
both: (i) “the nature and extent of the potential impact on NLRA rights”; and (ii) “legitimate justifications
associated with the rule.” 

In Boeing, the NLRB also declared that employment policies should be delineated into three separate
categories:

Category 1:  Policies that are presumptively lawful to maintain because “the rule, when reasonably
interpreted, does not prohibit or interfere with the exercise of NLRA rights” or that “the potential adverse
impact on protected rights is outweighed by [the employer’s] justifications associated with the rule.”
Category 2:  Policies that are not obviously lawful or unlawful to maintain, but that instead must be
evaluated by the NLRB on a case-by-case basis.
Category 3:  Policies that are presumptively unlawful to maintain, because they “prohibit or limit NLRA-
protected conduct,” and that adverse impact is “not outweighed by [the employer’s] justifications
associated with the rule.”

Within the past year, the NLRB’s general counsel issued Memorandum GC 18-04 to the NLRB’s Regional
Directors to provide guidance on how the NLRB should implement Boeing’s balancing test.  That memo also
identified specific types of rules that NLRB Regional Directors generally should assume fall within Category 1
(lawful) or Category 3 (unlawful).  Employers should note that many of the types of rules that Memorandum
GC 18-04 concluded fall within Category 1 likely would have been declared unlawful under the overruled
Lutheran Heritage test.

Specifically, Memorandum GC 18-04 concluded that the following types of rules generally are lawful, and
should fall under Category 1, as established by Boeing:

“Civility rules,” including rules prohibiting “behavior that is rude, condescending, or otherwise socially
unacceptable” and rules banning disparagement of fellow employees.
Bans on the use of electronic devices to capture unauthorized images, videos, or audio recordings in the
workplace.
Rules prohibiting insubordination, non-cooperation, or other on-the-job conduct that adversely affects
business operations. 
Rules prohibiting disruptive behavior in the workplace.
Rules that require employees to protect confidential, proprietary, or customer information.
Rules prohibiting statements that are defamatory, or that misrepresent a company’s products, services, or
employees.
Rules that forbid employees from using their employer’s logos or intellectual property.
Rules that require authorization for an employee to speak on behalf of their employer.
Rules banning disloyalty, nepotism, or self-enrichment.

Memorandum GC 18-04 also concluded that certain types of rules should be determined to be unlawful, and
should fall under Category 3 of the Boeing test, including the following:

Rules that require employees to maintain the confidentiality of their wages, benefits, or working
conditions, including employee handbooks.
Rules that prohibit employees from joining outside organization, or from voting on matters that concern
the employer.

NLRB Memorandum GC 18-04 also provided additional certainty to employers by clarifying that the NLRB
would no longer interpret ambiguities in employment policies against the employer, and that the NLRB
would no longer interpret “generalized provisions” as “banning all activity that could conceivably be
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included.”  However, employers should still be aware that this analysis only applies to the maintenance of
facially-neutral rules, and that “the application of a facially-neutral rule against employees engaged in
protected concerted activity is still unlawful.”

In recent months, counsel for the NLRB has issued advice memoranda to NLRB Regional Directors in
response to employee challenges to employment policies that fall within Category 2.

Applying Boeing’s balancing test, the NLRB’s counsel has concluded that the following employment policies,
based on the facts at issue, were lawful:

A dress code policy that prohibited “any items of apparel with inappropriate commercial advertising or
insignia.”
A rule stating that employees should “exercise a high degree of caution” when handling confidential
information, including proprietary information, personally identifiable customer and employee
information, and HIPPA-related information.
A rule establishing that information provided to the media, financial analysts, investors, or any other
person may only be provided by the employer’s designated spokespersons or officers.
A rule prohibiting employees from speaking on behalf of the employer on social media.
General prohibitions on posting confidential information on social media.

The NLRB’s counsel also concluded that the following employment policies, based on the underlying facts,
were unlawful:

A  ban on personal cell phone use in the workplace, to the extent that the policy did not permit employees
to use their cell phones while on break or during the lunch hour.
A rule prohibiting solicitation or distribution of literature in the workplace without the approval of human
resources staff and a department manager, without distinguishing between doing so during non-work
time and work time.
A rule prohibiting “any conduct or activity which is not in the best interest of the Company.”
A rule prohibiting the use of the employer’s email system, even when on non-working time, for personal
use absent “special circumstances [that] make the ban necessary to maintain production or discipline.”
Rules prohibiting employees from “publicly criticizing the Company, its management, or its employees”
or from posting disparaging comments online about the employer.
A rule prohibiting employees from discussing discipline imposed on them by the employer with
coworkers or clients.

Determining whether a particular employee policy unlawfully interferes with an employee’s § 7 NLRA rights
often requires nuanced legal analysis, as applied to the specific facts at issue.  Historically, the NLRB’s
reliance on the Lutheran Heritage test resulted in the invalidation of “common sense” employment policies,
and caused some employers to conclude it was preferable to forego many types of employment policies
entirely.  By overruling Lutheran Heritage and adopting the new Boeing standard, the current NLRB has
encouraged employers to adopt employment policies that set clear expectations for permissible employee
conduct, and the NLRB has provided detailed guidance on how to do so without running afoul of the NLRA.

North Dakota Employment Law Q&A:

By: Amy Oster

North Dakota is an at-will employment state, but employers must be careful to maintain compliance with
equal employment opportunity laws, as well as laws specific to North Dakota. Below are questions and
answers to common employment law issues in the state.

Q: Our employee caused damage to company equipment, resulting in repair costs. Can we
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deduct the cost of the repairs from the employee’s paycheck?

A: Not without a specific written authorization from the employee, signed at the time the deduction is made.
Under N.D.C.C. 34-14-04.1, there are four permissible deductions from an employee’s pay:

1. Advances (other than undocumented cash);
2. A recurring deduction authorized in writing;
3. A nonrecurring deduction authorized in writing, when the source of the deduction is cited specifically; or
4. A nonrecurring deduction for damage, breakage, shortage, or negligence (but only when authorized by the

employee at the time of the deduction).

The North Dakota Department of Labor strictly construes the statute, and it is generally interpreted in favor
of the employee (with the thought that the employer can always pursue a civil action if necessary to recover
amounts owed). Any deductions for repair costs or other damages should be agreed upon by the employee,
with a signed agreement made at the time the deduction is made. Employers should also be cautious that any
deductions do not lower the employee’s pay below the minimum wage ($7.25/hour in North Dakota). The
federal FLSA prohibits deductions that take an employee’s pay below the minimum wage or that reduce an
employee’s overtime compensation.

Q: Are non-compete agreements enforceable under North Dakota law?

A: No. Generally, North Dakota has a strong public policy against contractual restrictions on an employee’s
ability to practice his or her profession, trade, or business. North Dakota also has a public policy in favor of
employee loyalty while still working for an employer, however. N.D.C.C. § 34-02-14. Therefore, while
employers may not restrict employee solicitation of clients or customers after leaving employment, they may
restrict employee solicitation of clients while still employed. Similarly, employers may prohibit employees
from soliciting or seeking to influence other coworkers to transfer employment, but there must be clear
evidence that the coworkers were improperly solicited. Employers may also safeguard against the
misappropriation of trade secrets, where applicable.

Q: What unused paid time off must be paid at the time of separation from employment?

A: Any paid time off that is available for an employee’s use is considered wages and must be paid at the time
of separation from employment (either voluntary or involuntary).  Paid time off includes annual leave, earned
time, and personal days. Sick leave is also considered paid time off, unless it is kept in a separate balance. If
paid time off has been awarded but not yet earned (for example, when all paid time off for the year is posted
in January), employers can withhold payment for the unearned paid time off only if the employee was
provided with advance written notice of the limitation on payment of awarded paid time off. N.D.C.C. § 34-
14-09.2.

_____
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